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 Just about every year around Christmas time, I get the same 

email.  Oddly enough, this email doesn’t always come from the same 

person!  Oh, some years it meanders through the staff, and eventually 

they pass it on to me.  But almost without fail I get some version of an 

email that goes something like, “Do we really have to light candles at 

this year’s 10 PM Christmas Eve service?  Don’t you think that is a little 

dangerous?” 

 Now for those of you for whom the 10 PM Christmas Eve service 

is part of your annual holiday tradition will note that we continue to 

light candles as we sing “Silent Night” until the entire sanctuary is in 

complete darkness except for those candles.  Then gradually the lights 

come on until they are all the way up and we have transitioned into 

“Joy to the World!”  I will admit that I love this tradition, and think it 

would be tragic to give it up. 
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 Fortunately we have never had an accident with the candles 

before; at least not in my time.  And we have good instructions we give 

people, and most folks follow them so that we are all safe.  Usually this 

puts that year’s emailer’s mind at ease when they hear about some of 

these procedures.  Last year, I couldn’t help but add one more line, that 

you may have read in the description of this sermon.  It is an old saying 

among sailors, “The safest place for ships is in the harbor, but that isn’t 

what ships were built for.” 

 As much as I do love our holiday tradition of lighting candles at 

the Christmas Eve service, I sympathize with the folks who worry about 

it.  I worry about it too.  It is a risk, but the liturgical pay off is worth it.  

But they are not wrong in noting that we are taking a risk with open 

flames in church.  That risk really does worry people; it raises their 

anxiety.  This is not something I take lightly even if my anxiety is not 

raised in kind.   

 You see change makes us anxious.  It is probably an evolutionary 

condition I am sure.  When we know one way of doing things is safe, 

and we like feeling safe, then we stick to that one way of doing things.  

Most Sundays the only people playing with fire are the two ministers, 

and although you can’t see them, we have multiple fire extinguishers 

up here.  That is the pattern, and it is set most Sundays.  Deviate from 
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that usual pattern and people start to get antsy, anxious – even a bit 

uncomfortable.  Like I say, it is only natural. 

 Change is unpredictable.   There are a lot of times when life’s 

unpredictability is no fun at all and can cause a great deal of anxiety.  

Take for example the issue with Syria over the past month or so.  While 

we were in the midst of coming to grips with yet another example of a 

Middle Eastern dictator’s unspeakable cruelty, we were faced with the 

very real possibility that we could be headed toward military 

involvement once again.  To paraphrase Michael Corleone, “Just when 

we get out they pull us back in.”  Fortunately this week it appears 

cooler heads have prevailed in the UN and perhaps a solution short of 

military intervention may be possible.  But at every stage of the stand-

off between Obama and Assad, including dueling 60 Minutes 

interviews, at no time did any of us know for sure how it would turn 

out.  And it is that not knowing that makes us anxious; it surely did for 

me. 

 Rabbi Edwin Friedman points out that this is typical of our era, 

which he calls the “Age of Anxiety.”  Friedman, who wrote his book “A 

Failure of Nerve” just prior to his death in the mid-nineties observed 

that we in America tend to be reactive and exhibit signs of uncontrolled 

anxiety in response to events.  And Friedman was writing all of this 
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prior to 9/11 and the advent of social media; two events that 

heightened the very phenomenon he was naming. 

 In contrast to our Age of Anxiety, Friedman takes a sort of 

historical psychoanalysis of the Age of Discovery – when explorers from 

Europe would travel across the Atlantic on leaky boats to try to find 

gold, a passage to India, spices, or perhaps the fountain of youth.  In 

our story this morning, Friedman mentioned how the church in the late 

medieval period was a corrupt force that inhibited growth and the free 

flow of ideas.  He certainly is right, but to be fair to the church, it had 

developed that habit for a very good reason.  When the Roman Empire 

fell, civilization pretty much collapsed with it.  An entire way of life 

evaporated in a few short decades.  The Empire that had been in power 

for so long, no one remembered what it was like to not have the 

Romans in charge.  The church preserved that.  It kept civilization going 

and tended the intellectual flames during that dark period.  Out of 

shear survival of everything it knew, and everything we would come to 

know, the church had to be conservative in the literal sense of the 

world: it conserved what was known and refused to forget. 

 What Friedman notes is that what worked in one moment of 

history, preserving the old ways of knowing and understanding in the 

face of Rome’s collapse, is exactly what must be abandoned at the 
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dawn of the Renaissance.  The Renaissance was all about something 

new flourishing.  Taking a chance, and having the courage to risk in the 

name of imagination and creativity.  I once saw an ad on the internet 

for a motivational poster, I might just buy.  It was a picture of a man 

and his son running from one of the bulls in Pamplona during the 

famous running of the bulls.  In the picture, the bull is about a tenth of 

second away from goring the man in the behind.  The caption beneath 

in large letters says, “Tradition.  Just because you have always done it, 

doesn’t mean it’s a good idea.” 

 That was what the church was facing in this Age of Adventure.  

Friedman would say that the church was stuck in what he dubs 

“imaginative gridlock.”  Imaginative Gridlock is the inability to conceive 

of another way of doing something, or that another outcome is even 

possible.  Now when the Roman Empire is collapsing around your ears, 

Imaginative Gridlock is probably going to serve you well.  But when 

Columbus discovers a “New World” then the possibilities open up.  The 

inevitable fatalism of being a feudal peasant starts to vanish and new 

possibilities spring to mind.   

 As I said, Friedman believes that we live in an Age of Anxiety in 

which imaginative gridlock is a characteristic feature.  When we get 

anxious and let our emotions take control of our rational minds, then 
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we can’t imagine things working out another way than the worst 

possible way.  I sometime call this “Monsters living under your bed.”  

My kids imagine all sorts of monsters living under their bed.  They are 

too afraid to look, but they can hear creaks and groans, see shadows 

float across the wall, and of course it all adds up to that one inevitable 

solution: there must be monsters under the bed.  Our minds kind of 

trick us like that when we are anxious.  Instead of imagining all of the 

other possibilities that the spooky sound could be, we leap to the one 

conclusion.  Magicians use the mental habits of their audience’s sense 

of perception to misdirect them from where the real trick is happening.  

Imaginative Gridlock. 

 How can we move beyond Imaginative Gridlock?  Well the first 

thing that is required is courage; our theme for the month of 

September.  It is hard to put ourselves back in the position of those 

early explorers who dared to cross the Atlantic Ocean.  Go to a museum 

some time and look at the ships of that period; I wouldn’t sail across 

the Delaware River to New Jersey in one of those things!  Yet that is 

what they did.  These were not people who were going to leave the last 

few pages of a book blank because they were sure the world was going 

to end!  These were folks who were willing to take risks for an outcome 

that could not be guaranteed, and statistically success was pretty bleak.  

But theirs was an Age of Adventure; they saw the world in a different 
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way, they had a different paradigm than we do.  They did not insure 

everything or have home security systems in middle class 

neighborhoods.  These explorers had a pretty high tolerance for risk.  

Safety was less important to them than finding something new; 

whatever it was.  The world was a more open place. 

 I believe that one of the things we can learn from these explorers 

is a comfort with a higher degree of risk and failure.  I had to learn that 

the hard way when I was starting out on my own.  I didn’t ever really 

live on my own, by myself without a roommate, until I began my first 

ministry out of seminary.  There I had to do everything for myself, 

including cooking, which I had little experience with.  My Mom is not a 

great cook, but my grandmother was fantastic.  One day I got it in my 

head that I wanted my grandmother’s roasted chicken like she used to 

make for us on Sunday afternoons.  It was probably a reward to myself 

after one of my first services. 

 The first time I tried to make roast chicken, I bought one of those 

fancy marinades.  Put the chicken in that the day before.  Pulled out my 

little grill on my little patio, and threw the chicken on there.  I will never 

forget what happened in the next thirty seconds: the sugar in the 

marinade that was still clinging to the skin of the chicken burned black; 

a process that reminded me of marshmallows that get too close to the 
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campfire.  Meanwhile the flesh of the chicken was as raw as it had been 

moments before only now it was surrounded by this black, burnt skin 

that prevented it from cooking any further.  I let the chicken cool, and 

threw it in the garbage. 

 I felt awful that day.  I was disappointed that I wouldn’t get to eat 

the chicken I had been looking forward to that weekend.  I was also 

mad at myself and my inability to cook.  I was so mad that I had to try 

again.  I refused to accept defeat.  I took it very personally.  This time I 

moved the process into the oven since that is what grandma did.  I 

roasted the chicken this time.  After two hours it was undercooked.  

The chicken thighs were raw.  I gave up. 

 Then one day, a year or so later, I was watching the cooking 

channel I saw someone roast a chicken, and it looked really good.  So 

Sunday evening rolled around and I roasted a chicken.  I followed the 

recipe on TV to the letter; the breast was raw.  I tried again the 

following week.  And again the following week.  By this point Sharon 

was complaining about all of the chicken we were eating.  I would roast 

it and carve it, and then have to throw it back in the oven again.  

Finally, about four or five years ago – it was since moving to Delaware, I 

got to the point where I could roast a chicken and it would be cooked 

all the way through, each and every time.  I finally attained my vision. 
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 I didn’t let failure stop me.  I kept going.  I even got creative in 

how to roast a chicken; some experiments worked and others didn’t.  

But I was never afraid to try some new strategy to get that damn 

chicken cooked until I was the master of that recipe.  Having a clear 

vision for what I wanted helped me immensely, because I knew when I 

achieved my goal. 

 It takes courage to move on when you don’t succeed.  It takes 

patience to see failures as one more step toward your ultimate vision.  

It takes imagination to go beyond the so-called inevitable outcome 

toward new possibilities even and especially when they are different 

from the tried and true safe things we know.  But you know, if we can 

shift our mindset, our paradigm out of imaginative gridlock and into the 

world of creative possibilities, then a whole new life spreads out before 

us. 

 Yeah, the safest place is to stay in the harbor.  Your ship probably 

wouldn’t get too damaged or nailed by storms.  Even if it sank, it 

probably wouldn’t sink too far.  But is that why the boat is there?  Is 

that why you would purchase or own a boat?  Simply to make sure it 

was properly insured?  No.  Ships are meant for leaving the harbor.  

Whoever built your boat meant for you to go out and explore with it.  

You are building your life.  Are you going to “play it safe” in the harbor 
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all the time?  Always going to do what they tell you?  Or will you act as 

if, as Helen Keller once famously proclaimed, that “Life is a daring 

adventure or it is nothing.”  That is a life of courage. 

 I don’t know if this sermon will save me from the annual email 

urging us to forgo the candles at Christmas Eve.  Somehow I doubt it.  I 

suspect someone will be clever and, in urging us to let go of this 

particular tradition, quote my words back at me that “Just because we 

have always done it, doesn’t mean it’s a good idea.”  Touché! 

 But it is also true that change does not always have to be scary.  

We can be anxious and creative; afraid and yet have courage.  May we 

live inspired by the Age of Adventure, and be ever open to life’s 

possibilities that await us around every twist and turn.  Amen Blessed 

Be. 


